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Abstract—This paper deals with a constant modulus algorithm-
(CMA) based blind equalization method for orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing/offset quadrature amplitude modulation
(OFDM/OQAM) scheme. The authors propose to combine the
CMA with a low-pass filter in order to increase the convergence
speed of the equalizer, and to avoid the detection of the received
symbols with phase mismatch. Simulations results show that the
convergence speed is largely increased, and the proposed method
achieves bit error rate (BER) performance very close to that of
the perfect channel estimation and equalization.
Index Terms—Blind equalization, OFDM/OQAM, CMA, Im-
pulse Noise Cancellation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The blind equalization is an interesting solution for the
channel inversion (or deconvolution) since it guarantees the
signal a maximum spectral efficiency. Indeed, these techniques
do not use pilots, the blind equalizer only takes advantage
of a few signal features to perform the channel inversion. In
[1], B. Farhang-Boroujeny has adapted the blind equalization
using the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) proposed by D.
N. Godard in [2] to the cosine modulated filter bank (CMFB)
modulation. In [3] the authors proposed to use the second order
moment of the received signal, while the CMA is used in [1].
In filter bank multicarrier (FBMC), and in particular in
orthgonal frequency division multiplexing/offset quadrature
amplitude modulation (OFDM/OQAM), only few papers deals
with blind equalization. Due the convergence delay of the blind
methods and the uncertainty on the phase of the recovered
symbols, the blind channel equalization remains a pending
challenge not much studied by the scientific community, in
particular in FBMC.
In this paper we propose a constant modulus algorithm-
based (CMA) blind equalizer for OFDM/OQAM systems. As
in [1], we consider a one-tap per carrier equalization, since it is
particularly adapted to the multicarrier systems. As mentioned
in [4], this type of technique may lead to local solutions and
implies that the symbols are detected with a phase shift of 0
or pi. The proposed method consists of filtering the equalizer
response in order to smooth the channel frequency response.
The principle of the proposed technique is simple, since it
is similar to a low-pass filter as used in channel estimation
[5]. The addition of a differential phase coding allows to sup-
press any uncertainty on the phase of the recovered symbols.
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Furthermore, the proposed techniques largely increases the
convergence speed of the CMA. The idea behind CMA applied
in OFDM/OQAM is to iteratively update the algorithm by
comparing the real part of the output of the equalizer with
a given real constant that depends on the constellation size.
However, it is worth noting that CMA is equivalent to Sato’s
algorithm [6], and the constant norm algorithm (CNA) [7], due
to the use of real transmitted OQAM symbols. Therefore, this
limits the choice of the cost function to those that are adapted
to real constellation, whereas numerous cost functions adapted
to different complex constellations have been proposed in the
scientific literature [7]–[9].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the system model and the CMA, and we propose
our equalizer with IN cancellation in Section III. Simulations
shows the performance of the method in terms of mean square
error (MSE) and BER in Section IV, and we draw conclusions
in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the transmission of OFDM/OQAM symbols
over a frequency selective channel, with perfect time and
frequency synchronization. At the frequency-time position
(m,n), the output of the analysis filter bank (AFB) is written
as
ym,n = Hm,nxm,n + j
∑
(p,q)∈Ω
Hp,qxp,q < g >
m,n
p,q
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Im,n
+wm,n,
(1)
where xm,n is the real symbol transmitted at frequency-
time position (m,n), Hm,n is the complex channel frequency
response (CFR). A detailed description of the synthesis filter
bank (SFB) and the AFB is available in [10]. wm,n and
Im,n are the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
and the interference terms whose variances are σ2 and σ2I
respectively. The term j < g >m,np,q is called the intrinsic
interference due to the prototype filter gm,n(t) that is given
by
gm,n[i] = g(i− n
M
2
)e
2jpim
M
(i−
Lf−1
2
)ejφm,n , (2)
where the phase term is φm,n = (pi/2)(m + n) + mnpi as
defined in [10]. It should be noted that the real symbols xm,n
are transmitted with a period M2 twice shorter than that of
OFDM signal where symbols are complex. The used filter
has a length Lf = KM , where K is the overlapping factor
and M is the total number of carriers. Thus, even in absence
of the multipath channel, there will be some intercarrier and
intersymbol purely imaginary interferences. In fact, gm,n is
orthogonal in the real field, which allows to perfectly recover
the real OQAM symbols. However, it can be seen in (1)
that the CFR Hp,q induces some distortions from the time-
frequency positions (p, q) that belongs to the set Ω1 and have
to be estimated and corrected.
In this paper, the signal is blindly equalized, by using the
simple one-tap per-carrier CMA equalizer. To summarize, the
aim of the CMA is to tends toward the optimal equalizer
coefficient F optm,n thanks to the update algorithm, which can
be written as
Fm,n+1 = Fm,n − µy
∗
m,nsign(am,n)(|am,n| − γ). (3)
where Fm,n is the equalizer coefficient, and am,n =
Re(Fm,nym,n), µ is the step-size parameter, and γ is a real-
valued constant which is defined as γ = E{|x|
4}
E{|x|2} (see [2]
for more details). The CMA has a low complexity, but it
suffers from two drawbacks: i) it requires a long convergence
time, and ii) it is phase blind, i.e. the real equalized symbols
am,n can be detected with a phase equal to 0 or pi. In the
following, we propose a simple method that reduces the delay
of convergence of CMA, and avoids the phase incertainty.
III. CMA BLIND EQUALIZATION WITH IMPULSE NOISE
CANCELLATION
It has been shown in [1], [4] that the CMA applied to the
real OQAM symbols converges toward the optimal coefficient
value |F optm,n| with a phase shift equal to 0 or pi. The solution
that consists of using a differential phase coding as in [1]
do not ensure a low bit error rate (BER) value when a large
number of received symbols are detected with an opposite
phase. In this section, we propose to consider the issue of
convergence toward F optm,n or −F
opt
m,n from an original point of
view, which is described just below.
A. Equalization with Impulsive Noise Cancellation
Fig. 1 shows the real part of a frequency response of
the invert of the equalizer coefficients 1/F optm,n (using CMA)
compared with the exact channel frequency response Hm,n,
knowing that |F optm,nHm,n| = 1. It can be seen that the
frequency positions m=11, 29, and 92 correspond to the
opposite minima −F optm,n.
The optimal solutions with opposite phase depicted in Fig.
1 can be seen as an impulsive noise (IN) in the channel
frequency response, which can be filtered in a simple way
as described in [11]. The IN cancellation can be seen as a
low-pass filtering, but performed in the time domain. This
technique is also usually used in channel estimation techniques
in order to filter the noise or to perform an interpolation [5]. In
1Ω is the set of positions p, q that surround the position m,n
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Fig. 1. Real part ofH and 1/F showing opposite equalizer coefficient values.
Fig. 2. Proposed equalizer structure with impulse noise cancellation.
the considered blind equalization context, the IN cancellation
should be seen as a smoothing stage applied to the equalizer
coefficients Fm,n, and allows full blind equalization as it does
not require any pilot for the phase estimation. The proposed
equalizer regularly switch to the IN cancellation block as
depicted in Fig. 2.
The steps into the ”IN cancellation” block in Fig. 2 are
described as follows:
1) ∀m ∈ J0,M−1K, the channel frequency response (CFR)
samples are obtained by Hˆm,n = 1/Fm,n, and stored in
the vector Hˆn of size M × 1.
2) The estimated channel impulse response (CIR) is
achieved by applying an IFFT: hˆn = IFFT (Hˆn).
3) The CIR is multiplied by a rectangular window Π
defined by
Πm =
{
1, if m ≤ LΠ
0, else
, (4)
such as h¯n = hˆnΠ, where the length of Π denoted by
LΠ must be at least equal to channel length L.
4) The filtered CFR is obtained by the FFT as H¯n =
FFT (h¯n) and then the equalizer coefficients by Fm,n =
1/H¯m,n.
Note that in practice, the L value is unknown, so LΠ is
chosen in order to overestimate the length of the channel.
The advantages of the IN cancellation process are multiple:
in addition to suppress the opposite solutions that are seen
as an impulsive noise, it also avoids the possible convergence
of the coefficients toward local minima2. Therefore, it offers
the possibility of initialization strategies different from the one
proposed in [1]. Moreover, as observed in [5] for the channel
estimation, the IN cancellation mitigates the noise and the
interferences level. In an OFDM/OQAM context in which the
interference term may be not negligible, this smoothing stage
may appear to be very convenient.
Also, it is worth highlighting that the proposed IN cancella-
tion process using scheme in Fig. 2 may lead to two solutions:
i) all the M coefficients Fm,n converge toward their optimal
solutions without phase shift F optm,n, ii) all the coefficients Fm,n
are equal to the opposite expected solutions −F optm,n.
That is the main difference with the CMA in (3) where
each coefficient Fm,n may converge to the optimal value
or its opposite. In our solution, if all the coefficients Fm,n
converge to their opposite optimal solution, the differential
phase decoding stage leads to a single error3 which could
be easily suppressed by means of a channel code. If no IN
cancellation is performed as in [1], a large number of phases
may be erroneous because they are detected with a difference
equal to pi. In the latter case, the differential phase encoding
becomes inefficient and therefore the channel coding as well.
In the hereafter section, we will focus on the way of applying
the proposed IN cancellation stage in Fig. 2.
B. How to apply the IN Cancellation?
There are three possible ways to perform the IN cancellation
stage, which are hereafter explained:
• The IN cancellation is used only one time during the
convergence process. It could be a convenient solution if
only few Fm,n coefficients are detected with an opposite
phase (see the example in Fig. 1). However, if a large
number of phases are detected with a shift equal to pi, a
single IN cancellation stage is not sufficient to suppress
the appearance of the impulse noise and this solution is
similar to the CMA approach. Furthermore, this option
raises the issue of the choice of the appropriate starting
point to proceed the smoothing stage.
• The IN cancellation is employed at each iteration. Here,
the update algorithm (3) does not have any sense since it
is fed by a coefficient Fm,n that is not the one obtained
at the previous iteration. In other words, this solution
is not anymore a blind equalization, and should lead to
unsuitable coefficients Fm,n.
• The operation is performed with a reasonable regular-
ity regarding to the convergence speed of the update
algorithm (3). Thus, the process either performs the IN
cancellation as long as optimal solutions with opposite
phases remain, or performs a noise cancellation due to
the nature of the filter. This solution seems to be the way
to carry out the proposed CMA with IN cancellation in
Fig. 2.
2In fact, local minima can also be seen as peaks in the estimated CFR
3If all the phases are detected with an error equal to pi, the difference of
phase between to consecutive symbols is the same as if the phase error is 0,
excepted for the first symbol.
In order to formalize these three solutions, we define Ni
the time delay between two consecutive smoothing operations.
Thus, the first solution corresponds to Ni = +∞, the second
one to Ni = 1 and the third one to a value of Ni conveniently
chosen. It is worth noticing that simulations revealed that
the first two solutions lead to unsatisfactory results. As a
consequence, we only focus on the third solution in the next
section.
IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section, we present simulations results which show
the performance of the proposed blind equalizer. Since we
are comparing obtained results with the CMA in (3), we will
use the same parameters as described in [1] where the CMA
is used in FBMC. We consider a constant multipath channel
whose CIR is h = [1,−0.2, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35,−0.2]. The
real part of the corresponding CFR is displayed in Fig. 1.
The results are presented for a 4-QAM constellation, i.e.
for binary OQAM symbols. As a consequence, note that
γ = 1. Each OFDM/OQAM symbol is composed of M =
128 carriers. Two initialisation values are tested: a constant
initialization Fm,0 = 0.01 for any m = 0, 1, ..,M − 1
such as proposed in [1], and the sub-optimal initialization
strategy F s−optm,0 =
√
E{xm,0}2
|ym,0|2
such as proposed in [12]. In
both cases, the step-size parameters is set at µ = 0.015. In
the following, the performance of the data-aided interference
approximation method (IAM) is also plotted for reference.
A detailed description of the IAM is provided in [10]. The
performance of the different blind equalizers is assessed by
using the mean square error MSE defined as
MSE = E{(|am,n| − |xm,n|)
2}. (5)
In Fig. 3, the CMA is compared with the proposed CMA
using IN cancellation (denoted by INC in the figures) for Ni =
1 and Ni = +∞, where it is performed at the 200th and at
the 2000th iterations. The results are obtained for SNR=30
dB, and Fm,0 = 0.01. Moreover, achieved MSE values with
IAM pilot aided pattern is plotted as a reference.
It can be observed that CMA achieves better performance
than CMA with IN cancellation when it is performed with
Ni = 1 and has a similar MSE than CMA using IN can-
cellation where Ni = +∞. Having Ni = 1, the MSE has
a ”chaotic” behavior, but has a lower bound around -14 dB,
whereas the CMA achieves a MSE lower than -17 dB. These
observations confirm that the gradient update in (3) does not
make sense in the case Ni = 1. For Ni = +∞, one can
observe that once the smoothing stage has been performed (at
the 200th or 2000th iteration), the trajectories of CMA using
IN cancellation are the same as those with CMA. The peaks
that appear at iterations 200 and 2000 can be interpreted as
a reset of the equalizer coefficient due to the IN cancellation
stage, and this indicates that the option Ni = 1 is not suitable
when too much coefficients Fm,n converge to their opposite
solutions. More generally, results presented in Fig. 3 show
that the IN cancellation with Ni = 1 and Ni = +∞ does not
improve CMA as proposed in [1]. These results are consistent
with the a priori remarks we made in Section III-B. Note that
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Fig. 4. MSE of the CMA using IN cancellation versus iterations compared
with CMA, Ni = 500, SNR=30 dB.
none of the presented methods is able to reach the performance
of the pilot-aided estimation using IAM. This is mainly due
to the facts that: i) IAM is an accurate channel estimation
method, and ii) CMA is known to be a simple method, but
achieves weak performance.
In Fig. 4 we compare the MSE performance of the proposed
CMA in Fig. 2 for a regular IN mitigation stage performed
every Ni = 500 iterations. Furthermore, the initialization
F s−optm,0 is compared with the constant Fm,0 = 0.01 value.
It can be observed that CMA with sub-optimal initialization
achieves a gain of 2000 iteration at MSE=-15 dB compared
with the ”classical” CMA such as proposed in [1]. Fig. 4 also
highlights that the CMA using IN cancellation with Ni = 500
reaches its lower bound equal to MSE=-22 dB at the 3500-
th iteration, and when F s−optm,n is used, this MSE floor is
reached at the 1000-th iteration. These results show the capa-
bility of the proposed CMA-based equalizer with convenient
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Fig. 5. MSE performance versus SNR. Comparison between CMA, CMA
using IN cancellation (ICN) with sub-optimal initialization value, and pilot-
aided method (IAM).
Ni value to have a high convergence speed compared with
CMA. Furthermore, it must be noticed that this advantage is
accompanied with a good performance, as a MSE gain of 6
dB is achieved by the proposed method compared to the CMA
at the 4000-th iteration. Also, it can be seen that CMA with
IN cancellation achieves a gain of 2 dB of MSE compared
with the pilot-aided method.
For proposed CMA approach with IN cancellation, one can
notice that peaks appear at the iterations corresponding to
the application of IN cancellation stages. This is due to the
fact that the IN cancellations gradually suppress the peaks
in the equalizer coefficients. Although the proposed equalizer
in Fig. 2 with the initialization in F s−optm,0 has a remarkable
convergence speed, it can be observed that the initialization
F s−optm,0 alone with the CMA allows to get a satisfactory fast
convergence as well, such as shown in [12]. However, the
MSE defined in (5) does not take into account the phase shift
of 0 or pi. In fact it does not affect the absolute values of the
expected equalizer coefficients |Fm,opt| but plays a key role
in the BER performance, as it is shown afterward.
Fig. 5 depicts the MSE-floor values of CMA, and CMA
using IN cancellation with sub-optimal initialization value, and
IAM, when the steady-state is reached, versus SNRs. Once
again, it can be concluded from Fig. 5 that the blind equalizers
achieve better performance than the data aided method (at least
for the same channel as in [1]) for SNR values <24 dB using
CMA and <40 dB using CMA with IN cancellation (Ni =
500). Furthermore, the latter has lower MSE values than the
”usual” CMA for SNR>10 dB. This result reflects the fact
that the IN cancellation stage is also able to smooth the noise
of the channel frequency response (step 3) in the algorithm
presented in Section III.
Fig. 6 shows the BER performance of the proposed blind
equalizer versus the SNR, and also that of CMA approach
using both the constant initialization and F s−optm,0 . The BER
is obtained by using a differential phase coding and a con-
volutional coding with code rate 1/2 and a Viterbi decoder.
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Fig. 6. BER versus SNR of the proposed equalizer compared to [1].
The BER is calculated at the 4000th iteration, by averaging
the results on 107 random transmitted bits. The data aided
estimation and equalization using IAM is also depicted, and
the equalizer using perfect CSI is plotted as a reference.
It can be clearly observed that the proposed technique
outperforms the blind equalizer using CMA proposed in [1].
This reflects the fact that a large number of coefficients Fm,n
converge toward their opposite optimal values. Consequently,
when CMA is used alone, a large number of symbols are
detected with a phase shift equal to pi. In that case, the
differential phase decoder and the Viterbi decoder are unable
to recover the expected correct binary symbols. With the
proposed blind equalizer, this problem is solved since all the
symbols are detected with the correct phase thanks to both
the differential and Viterbi decoders. Moreover, it should be
noticed that a SNR gain of 3 dB is achieved by the CMA
with IN cancellation compared with the pilot aided estimation
and equalization, which is consistent with the MSE result.
Furthermore, the CMA with IN cancellation losses less than
0.2 dB compared with the equalizer with perfect CSI. This is
an important result since it shows that blind equalization (once
the steady-state is reached) is able in our context to outperform
data-aided techniques, in terms of both BER performance and
spectral efficiency.
Fig. 6 also reveals that the use of the sub-optimal initial-
ization has almost no influence on the BER performance.
However, it has been shown that largely improves the conver-
gence speed of the equalizer. From the performance analyzed
in both Figs. 4 and 6, we conclude that the combination
of the proposed method with the initialization F s−optm,0 leads
to i) a fast equalizer, ii) a low MSE floor value, and iii) a
high BER performance, compared with CMA alone, and with
IAM. Furthermore, the proposed with IN cancellation allows
to achieve a full blind equalizer and phase recovery, since no
pilot is used.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a simple blind equalization
technique for OFDM/OQAM systems. The principle is to
combine the CMA and a low-pass filtering in order to in-
crease the convergence speed of the blind equalizer, and
to avoid the convergence of the coefficients toward wrong
phase values. Simulations revealed that the proposed method
achieves performance close to the perfect channel estimation
and equalization. Further work will deal with the extension of
proposed method to larger constellation sizes.
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